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The momentum behind the evolution of third party marketing  
(TPM) seems to be gaining ground globally.

At all times, TPM firms need to ensure they live up to their 
promise of tapping into a new investor base on behalf of 
the asset managers they represent.

Executive summary  
Making third party  
marketing more mainstream

Quality counts 

When taking a look at the wider investment 
landscape, it is no surprise that appetite for and 
acceptance of this model is growing. 

After all, not only did asset managers have to 
grapple with the unprecedented challenges 
that Covid-19 brought about. Now, they have 
to contend with economic and geopolitical 
disruptions on a scale that few, if any, could 
have imagined, let alone forecast.

And the combination of persistent inflation, 
unpredictable rate rises, relentless supply chain 
disorder, ongoing war in eastern Europe and 
a looming recession, among other headwinds, 
makes for a bleak outlook.

As a result, a more efficient way 
to engage asset owners has been 
increasingly sought after.

Using an independent representative that 
matches the expertise of an asset manager 
to interested investors is an ever-appealing 
option to spur the fund-raising efforts of many 
boutique investment firms.

It paves the way for a new access route to 
capital from target institutions, coupled with 
the ability to create brand awareness and 
recognition with a view to forging relationships 
over the longer term.

Key takeaways
This year, 70 market practitioners participated 
in this research – from the UK, Europe and 
South Africa, to the Middle East and Asia 
Pacific. This compares with 54 respondents 
last year. 

Further, the geographic diversity of the survey 
has increased, perhaps most notably b by 
including Asia Pacific, to give a truly global 
overview of the TPM landscape. 

Based on the responses from TPM firms, 
several observations stand out:

• 24% believe their own reputation is a 
key differentiating factor to make them 
successful in this current environment

• For 33%, reputation of an asset 
management company is also the most 
important consideration when they look to 
represent a client

• 56% have between three and five clients, 
with 33% servicing six or more clients

• 57% raise less than $400 million in capital in 
a typical year

• 83% represent managers in multiple 
jurisdictions

• Multi-family offices, single-family offices and 
pension funds are the priority channels for 
TPM firms

• 49% have a retainer-plus-success 
fees model

• 50% are regulated in the countries where 
they market the investment strategies and/
or funds of their clients, with 26% regulated 
in at least some of these markets 

What makes a TPM approach successful today, 
however, amid such a dynamic, unpredictable 
and volatile market environment, has evolved 
from the findings of equivalent research 
conducted last year.

Although depth and size of network 
remains the predominant driver to help a 
TPM firm stand out, at 27% versus 38% last 
year, having a solid reputation and being 
regulated are significantly more important 
than 12 months ago.

For example, nearly a quarter of respondents 
(24%) believe reputation is a key success 
factor, compared with 20% in 2021. Ensuring 
it is a regulated entity is also a differentiator 
for a TPM – while only 9% opted for this, it has 
jumped from just 4% last year.

While factors such as geographical coverage 
and pricing seem to be less important by 
comparison with the 2021 findings, 16% of 
respondents pinpoint marketing capability 
as a notable feature, up from 6% around 12 
months ago.

The research also showed that the decision-
making process within an asset manager to 
outsource sales to a TPM firm is less about cost 
than maybe it was previously.

This year, 13% do not think asset management 
companies will engage the TPM model as a 
way to lower overheads – much higher than 
the 4% last year. To highlight the same trend, 
whereas 63% of respondents to the 2021 
survey said the outsourcing decision was 
motivated by the potential to reduce costs, this 
fell to 56% a year later.

Now in its second year, this unique research project again captures and analyses key trends within 
the TPM sector. 

The coverage has been expanded to include Asia Pacific as well as the same markets as last year – 
the UK, Continental Europe, South Africa and the Middle East. 

Based on responses from 70 market practitioners – 16 more than in 2021 – the survey aims to provide 
actionable insights based on the trends, developments and characteristics of the TPM landscape. 

Nearly two-thirds (64%) of TPM firms in the survey were established between 2006 and 2019. 

◆ Objectives and Methodology
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 believe their own reputation  
is a key differentiating factor 
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What makes a TPM successful in this current environment? 

The depth and size 
of their network

Reputation

Marketing 
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Qualified 
investment 

professionals

Regulated entity

Number of 
employees

Geographical 
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Competitive 
pricing

Time the TPM has 
been in business

Specialisation

The research also 
showed that the 
decision-making 
process within an 
asset manager to 
outsource sales 
to a TPM firm is 
less about cost 
than maybe it was 
previously.
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2%  2022    2021    
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At the same time, TPM firms are increasingly 
focused on quality when they look to represent 
an asset management company.

The reputation of their clients is the top of the 
list of criteria, with reputation becoming slightly 
more important since last year – for 33% of 
respondents rather than 31% in 2021.

Past performance of the asset manager is also 
high on the agenda for a TPM firm, given the 
need for them to pique investor interest and 
prove their worth.

By contrast, getting access to the fund house’s 
senior management is less important than 
previously, according to respondents.

Not just about size
Alongside the focus on the quality of the 
offering they deliver, size and scale are not the 
primary focus for TPM firms.

This is reflected in the average number of 
asset management companies that a TPM 
firm represents. 

Over half (56%) now focus on between 
three and five clients, an increase from 46% 
in the 2021 findings. At the same time, the 
proportion of TPM firms representing 10 
clients fell slightly, as did those servicing 
between six and nine clients.

This preference for a relatively limited number 
of asset management clients suggests that TPM 
firms want to focus on delivering outcomes in a 
manageable, realistic way.

In line with the typical client base, most 
respondents to the survey are of a modest size 
in terms of both AUM and headcount.

Just over half of those who revealed the 
approximate amount of capital they raise in a 
typical year say it is less than $400 million, with 
only 13% raising more than this (nearly a third 
did not want to specify).

In terms of employees, meanwhile, the majority 
of respondents have between two and four full-
time staff – lower than in 2021. Only 13% have a 
full-time team of over eight.

Approximately how much capital do you 
raise in a typical year? 

How many asset management companies 
does your firm represent? 

l 56% 3-5 AMCs

l 17% 6-9 AMCs

l 16% 10+ AMCs l 11% Less than 3 AMCs

When you look to represent an asset management  
company, which of the following criteria are most important? 

Reputation of firm

Past performance

Access to fund 
managers

Assets under 
management

Country exclusivity

Number of years 
firm has been in 

existence

Access to senior 
management team

Commercial terms/
rebates

Marketing support

33%
31%

26%
22%

14%
15%

10%
9%

7%
4%

4%
4%

3%
9%

1%

1%
2%

4%  2022    2021    

• TPM firms are not placement 
agents (which typically 
represent alternative 
managers such as hedge 
funds, private equity houses 
and property firms in raising 
capital for closed-ended 
investments) 

• The TPM approach is based 
on a more sustainable model 
– building a fund house’s 
brand while also developing 
long-term relationships

• A potential cost-
effective entry option 
for both established and 
boutique investment 
management firms

• TPM firms aim to tell an 
investment manager’s story 
via marketing and sales 
materials tailored to the 
target prospects

• The role of TPM also includes 
managing the entire sales 
cycle

The TPM model  
at-a-glance

Country /  
Region

Continental  
Europe

UK

APAC

Middle East  
(excluding  
Israel)

Israel

Total

Number of TPMs in EMEA 
and APAC

Not willing to 
disclose

Less than US 
$50m

$50 - $75m

$75 - $100m

$100 - $150m

$150 - $200m

$200 - $250m

$250 - $300m

$300 - $400m

$400 - $500m

+$500m

30%
32%

7%
14%

9%
6%

10%
10%

9%
12%

14%

7%
2%

4%
2%

9%

6%

7%

6%

3%

2%

14%

 2022    2021    

l 46% 3-5 AMCs

l24% 6-9 AMCs

l 19% 10+ AMCs l 11% Less than 3 AMCs

2022 2021

Number  
of TPMs

 
108

51

30

 
 
11

6

206

Quality of the fund 
administrator
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The trend towards 
being a regulated 
entity has also 
gathered pace 
among the TPM 
community, based 
on the research 
this year.

Evolving with market trends
As the TPM concept has developed globally, 
firms continue to represent investment 
managers across asset classes. 

Yet the past 12 months have seen a notable shift 
in where investors are allocating and seeing 
exposure and, therefore, where asset managers 
are eyeing opportunities for growth. 

This has resulted in TPM firms targeting fewer 
equity managers and more alternatives players 
than the 2021 findings showed.

Although equity managers are still highly 
desirable, according to survey respondents, 
more alternatives managers are on the radar of 
TPM firms. The same is true for real assets.

Assessing the trends in the TPM approach by 
channel, the latest survey findings show a shift 
among TPM players away from banks, IFAs 
and fund of funds, and instead towards certain 
market players.

As a result, multi-family offices and pension 
funds are in notably higher demand among TPM 
firms than 12 months ago. Wealth managers, too, 
are more enticing.

There has also been a clear trend in terms of 
the TPM model veering more towards a blend 
of retainer and success fees as the preferred 
approach to how they charge their clients.

Whereas in 2021, 44% said they adopt this fee 
structure, that has risen to 49% today.

It is also apparent that TPM firms are being more 
realistic in terms of the success fee they actually 
charge their asset management clients.

For example, fewer than in 2021 seem to have an 
annual management charge (AMC) of between 
21% and 30%, while more of them now charge 
between 11% and 20%.

Creating more comfort
The trend towards being a regulated entity has 
also gathered pace among the TPM community, 
based on the research this year.

To highlight this, TPM firms appear to consider 
it more important to be regulated where they 
promote the investment strategies or funds of 
their clients.

More specifically, 50% say they are now 
regulated in the markets they operate in 
on behalf of asset managers. And 26% are 
regulated in at least some of these markets, a 
marked increase from 17% last year.

With a sharper spotlight on regulatory issues 
generally, TPM firms that market funds 
and strategies across the EU generally do 
not envisage any issues with cross-border 
requirements and the Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MiFID) – the EU law to 
standardises regulations for investment services 
across all member states of the European 
Economic Area.

Although 83% globally represent managers in 
multiple jurisdictions, around 60% of survey 
respondents with an EU connection don’t expect 
to experience any associated issues; in fact, only 
12% do.

l 49%  
Retainer & 
success fee

l 3% Retainer

l 23%  
Case by case

l 26% 
Success fee

2022

l 44%  
Retainer & 
success fee

l 6% Retainer

l 22%  
Case by case

l 28% 
Success fee

2021

What’s your fee model? 

Which type of asset management companies do you represent?

Which channels do you focus on?

Equity manager

Alternative  
manager

Fixed income  
manager

Real assets  
manager

Multi-asset  
manager

Private debt 

General insurance

Private equity

Private equity and impact 
investing (Debt and equity)

Venture

74%
83%

74%
67%

59%
59%

43%
39%

33%
33%

1%
4%

3%

2%

2%

2%

 2022    2021    

Banks

FoF

IFAs

Insurance companies

Multi family offices

Pension funds

Private banks

Single family offices

Wealth managers

General insurance

54%
69%

64%
72%

26%
33%

64%
67%

84%
76%

76%
57%

66%
70%

76%

73%

76%

69%

3%

 2022    2021    
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How much do you charge for success fee? 

l 28%  
11-20% 
of AMC

l 7% Less than 10% 
of annual management 
charge (AMC)l 13% More than 

30% of AMC

l 51% 21-30% of AMC

2022

Is your firm regulated in the countries where you market the 
investment strategies and/or funds of your clients? 

2021

l 24%  
11-20% of 
AMC

l 8% Less than 10% 
of annual management 
charge (AMC)l 10% More than 

30% of AMC

l 59% 21-30% of AMC

From the UK, Europe and South Africa, to the 
Middle East and Asia Pacific, these firms seem 
to be focused on building more relevant, resilient 
and higher quality offerings – and with a greater 
amount of regulatory certainty.

No longer do the majority have a 
transaction mindset based on one or two 
individuals operating without much, or any, 
regulatory oversight.

Not only have expectations and compliance 
requirements among asset managers changed, 
but in a new investment era amid a changing 
world order, these clients also need more 
comfort from who they are partnering with.

This calls for a much more diverse, well-rounded, 
well-resourced and sustainable business model 
among TPM firms – and one which is focused 
across assets and geographies with a wide 
range of capabilities.

Ultimately, based on the latest research findings, 
the TPM model is adapting to the challenge.

Based on the findings in this second annual survey of the sector 
globally, the TPM universe is responding to the changing needs of 
the clients it serves and the markets in which it operates. 

Towards a new TPM landscape: 
heeding the call for change

If you market funds and strategies across the EU 
do you envisage any issues with Cross Border 
requirements and MiFID?

l 12% Not sure

l 18% Not relevant, no 
marketing across the EU

Not only have 
expectations 
and compliance 
requirements 
among asset 
managers 
changed, but in a 
new investment 
era amid a 
changing world 
order, these clients 
also need more 
comfort from  
who they are 
partnering with.

2022 2021

l 24% No

l 50% Yesl 26% In some 
of the markets

l 52% Yes

l 31% No

l 17% In some 
of the markets

l 12% Yes

l 59% No
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For eight years running, Insight Discovery has been voted ‘Best Consultancy 
Firm in the Middle East’ by Global Investor, part of Euromoney. Our proven 
success shows we’re outstanding at what we do.

We focus on:

• Emerging markets such as the Middle East, Asia, LATAM and Africa

• The financial services sector, in particular the investment management sector

About Insight Discovery
Insight Discovery is a multiple award-winning consultancy that
specialises in market intelligence, strategic communications and 
personal branding. We provide solutions and support to major 
conglomerates, government agencies and many of the world’s 
largest and best known financial institutions in all of these areas.

GemCap offers clear strategies for Asset Management businesses 
utilising our Dublin based UCITS Funds platform. We deliver 
management company services to the Irish umbrella UCITS structure, 
GemCap Investment Funds (Ireland) Plc platform, and help tailor your 
investment proposition to ensure it’s ready for market. We do this 
through our UCITS Umbrella Structure supported by our Dublin-based 
management company (ManCo). GemCap is a team of experienced 
individuals from across the Funds industry who share a similar set of 
values that we believe make us unique in the industry. We also offer 
Fund Distribution and Fund Oversight Services to investment companies 
and fund managers. 

RBC Investor & Treasury Services (RBC I&TS) provides asset and 
payment services to corporate investors and financial institutions 
globally. Trusted with CAD 4.1 trillion in assets under administration1, 
clients are at the heart of our service offering. As a financially strong 
partner2, our focus is on safeguarding client assets as we leverage data 
and technology solutions to deliver meaningful insights, simplify our 
clients’ operations and support their growth.    
 
1 RBC quarterly results as at July 31, 2022
2 Standard & Poor’s (AA-) and Moody’s (Aa1) legacy senior long-term 
debt ratings of Royal Bank of Canada as of August 23, 2022

Our partners: 
Platinum partners
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Active Fund Placement (AFP) is a leading third party marketer in Europe, currently with an office in 
Frankfurt, Germany. The company was founded in 2009. The experienced, highly qualified team of 
senior sales and sales support professionals offer best practise placement services for leading fund 
managers. We believe that experience leads to performance. Our focus is on UCITS fund solutions, 
managed accounts and customized mandates.

Broker Dealer fully regulated by the CNMV with an Agencia de Valores status and headquartered in 
Madrid with local presence in Southern Europe and Latin America. Founded in the year 2000 our business 
model is based on acquisition and retention of institutional clients for international asset managers. 
Capital Strategies is a team of almost 30 professionals with significant financial market experience. The 
Company is fully regulated by the CNMV with an Agencia de Valores status. We offer a turnkey solution 
and complete dedication in providing access to the Southern European and Latin America markets with 
minimum requirements and resources from our partners. Our aim is to offer investors the best investment 
vehicles, in each asset class category irrespective of their location. Capital Strategies dedicates half of its 
time in searching for new Asset Managers and new products which we believe could suit our clients needs 
where we operate. We firmly believe complete independence allows integrity in thought and action. We 
have been in the business for more than 20 years and have an in-depth understanding of the markets 
where we are present. Headquartered in Madrid (Spain) with a strong worldwide network through our 
local offices in Lima, Lugano, London, Lisbon, Paris and Amsterdam.

Based in Dubai with representation in London, First Forte offers comprehensive, professional investor 
relations services, corporate finance advice and introductions to pre-qualified potential investors and 
financial partners through our experienced senior professionals' knowledge of and long standing 
business relationships within the financial and equity markets of North America, Europe and the GCC 
– Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. The founders and associates of First Forte 
are experienced business executives with interests in and considerable understanding and knowledge 
of renewable energy, mining and infrastructure development, able to provide specific corporate finance 
advisory services to their chosen clients.

We connect international investment managers with Italian professional clients and investment 
opportunities, both for listed as well as for private markets. For private investment opportunities in Italy 
we provide turnkey solutions. Garnell Capital Partners is proud to serve several focused sustainable 
international and Italian investment managers with state-of-the-art services and products in their 
respective niches. 

Global 
Markets

More investment house is traded on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange and manages tens of billions of 
shekels of assets through a variety of products including provident and advanced study funds, mutual 
funds, managed portfolios as well as other alternative investment platforms for eligible clients. In 
addition, the investment house also provides foreign security trading services through its subsidiary, 
More Magna. The investment house, which was established in 2006, serves many diverse clients from 
private investors to institutional bodies and corporations. All benefit from the proven experience and 
knowledge of More's research department and investment managers, as well as the secure and time 
proven strategies developed over the years to best serve More’s clients' interests. 

Our partners: 
Gold partners
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